
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a warehouse foreman. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for warehouse foreman

Champion continual 6S improvements in raw materials storage, handling, and
staging for production
Provide full functional backup for Production Manager and Purchasing Agent
in terms of planning and procurement computer applications (AX, Concrete
Vision, Piece Tracker)
Execute and improve on shipping and receiving processes Lead physical
execution of cycle counts, tag inventory counts, min/max management
Supports the Company's Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Policy
including implementation of component Affirmative Action Plans
Ensures effective utilization of the Company's transportation modules are
being used to create visibility into material movement across the region and
provides a mechanism for forward planning and vendor performance
management programs
Sets performance expectation for third party logistics providers and provides
clarity for what work needs to be performed, by whom, and the expected
results
Drives performance and work quality output from the third party logistics
provider through an ongoing monitoring of work activities and audit
processes
Acts as the key point of contact relating to all off-site receiving activities,
delivery status, urgent freight 'hot shot' requirements and load scheduling
Oversees and maintains a quality warehouse inspection program and ensures
record retention and compliance with all warehouse operations
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is in place, Hazmat material identification exists and load planning and
scheduling is communicated to Site(s)

Qualifications for warehouse foreman

An extensive knowledge and understanding of the chemical processes and
operating equipment
A thorough understanding of the safety aspects of operating a chemical
Must have or be able to obtain a NAC-I
Previous warehouse and inventory control experience
Ability to communicate with co-workers, vendors and customers
Must be able to work both indoors and outdoors under adverse weather
conditions


